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After moving back to L.A. from the Bay Area, I
was excited when some of my favorite Bay
Area restaurants opened outposts in the City
of Angels. But let me tell you, friends — these
counterparts to Ike’s Place, Gracias Madre,
and Café Gratitude are total Bizarro versions
of the Bay. Here’s why.

Ike’s Place

Bay Area
I frequented the 16 th Street and Oakland locations, and as any San Franciscan will tell you, there’s a hella
long line no matter when you go. Everyone knows to order Ike’s signature pillowy Dutch crunch bread
because you’re not an idiot. Vegans and carnivores adore this sandwich shop. True story: When my former
co-worker won free Ike’s sandwiches for a year, we squealed so much, it was like she won Powerball.

Los Angeles
There’s no line! I repeat. There is no line. As my San Francisco friend Elizabeth put it, “Can it even really
be Ike’s with no line?” The last time I went it was just a few UCLA students and me. One person said, “I’ve
never been here before. What’s good?” I wanted to scream, “Get everything!” I did not. The sandwiches, in
classic Ike’s fashion, have quirky names, but L.A.-style, like the Kevin Bacon and the Fresh Prince of Bel
Air.

Gracias Madre

Bay Area
I used to work in the Mission just a few blocks away from this vegan Mexican joint. This place is usually
packed with a wait outside where you can watch the line for Mission Chinese quadruple in minutes. A
mariachi band plays for tips. Some times you have to share a table with strangers. This led to me once
overhearing a girl introducing her boyfriend to her lesbian friend. His reaction: “So you like girls and kiss
and stuff?” Overall, I love the cozy nature of this place and the tart green agua fresca.

Los Angeles
Located on Melrose Avenue in posh West Hollywood, this Gracias Madre has valet parking, celeb
spottings, and an extensive cocktail menu with snow cone libations (you read that right). The huge outdoor
patio has lush seating, heat lamps, and so many pretty people you wonder if there’s a movie filming, and if
so, should you get out of the shot. Oh, and the waiters use a tablet to take your order. Bizarro Gracias
Madre indeed. (See photo, top)

Café Gratitude

Bay Area

I have a soft spot for this half raw/half cooked plant-based eatery. I’ve been to the San Francisco (RIP),
San Rafael (RIP), Berkeley (see photo), and Healdsburg (RIP) locations. Sure, service is lax, the décor is
straight out of some hippie’s basement, and maybe there’s five other people eating there with you, but the
food is great (really), and there’s an earnest quality to the whole restaurant.

Los Angeles
My friends here think that Café Gratitude is way too hippie (ha!) with its $9 kale smoothies and questions
of the day. My take: The Venice beach and Larchmont Village locations are like that nice cafe attached to a
fancy day spa where they bring you cucumber water and talk softly to you. I’ve spotted Sarah Silverman
and Michael Sheen canoodling (my first canoodle!) on the patio. There’s a crazy wait during the weekends,
and a third location is opening in the rapidly changing downtown Arts District in 2015. What are we grateful
for? Clearly, more Café Gratitudes.
While the food is still spectacular, these outposts represent their cities through and through. We are what
we eat.

Bonus
Blue Bottle Coffee

San Francisco
As a non-coffee drinker, the allure of Blue Bottle Coffee is lost on me. From what my sources tell me—
mainly my friend Elizabeth and my husband—it’s a solidly good cup of java, especially the famed New
Orleans iced coffee. Instead of a laptop shop, the Mint Plaza location is more of a grab-and-go situation
with a line around the corner. I’ve witnessed the madness of the Ferry Building stand while I was busy
buying Pepples doughnuts. Elizabeth ranks Blue Bottle Coffee as “more popular than fancy toast, but
nowhere near burrito level.” But, really, is anything better than a burrito? I’m looking at you, Papalote.

Los Angeles
Walking into the Arts District venue, I’m warmly greeted by a bespectacled gentleman in a red plaid shirt.
“Good afternoon. Can I get you something to drink today?” Instead of downtown L.A., I think I’ve walked
onto the set of Portlandia. High ceilings, copper-colored bar tops, cute succulents, and a nice view of
coffee beans ready to be made into brew are housed behind giant glass windows. This is the craft beer
brewery of coffee shops. Laptops abound (we have to finish our screenplays some how!) and the vibe is
decidedly L.A. laidback. Unlike the New York and San Francisco locales, L.A. shops offer locally made
almond milk from the Mylkman. Seriously, are we in Portland? Also, there’s no line. Just beautifully
dressed artsy folks.
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